
Board Meeting
Date: January 20, 2011

I - CTO/Pledge of Allegiance - 5:46 pm
Present: Mr. Hild, Mr. Carpine, Lisa Hoffman, Jacque Bermel, Lisa Casperson, Paul Heyliger, Kathy 
Seiple, Mrs. Schultz,Kristina Menon, Shawn Lorenzen, Dr. Vaszuez, April Treloar, Janelle Kechter, Kathy 
Elder
5:47 p.m.
II – Review and adoption of agenda –
Moves:      PH, second by      LC  , Vote: passes unanimously
III – Reports
A – Principal – Everything is set for Humanities Days in two days.  The parent school meets for the second 
time tomorrow to continue reading Plato's apology. Students put on a Humility day which was sponsored by 
Mr. Tullius. The presentations were in the PAC where a student presented a paper and after discussed the 
nature of humility. At the Madrigal Dinner, the performers sang a song that hadn’t been sung in 1,000 years. 
Mr. Hild has invited CSU to come and perform their dress rehearsals at RCS. He wants to bring more music 
into the school.

Lisac questions how the mill levy money will be distributed and when. Do the teachers/staff have a criteria 
that they will be graded on? Jacque asked if  there is an objective way that the salary increases will be 
given?  Mr. Hild will give increases based on performance. Jacque wants to know if we will pay everyone 
more, bring the bar up.  Mr. Carpine replied that not necessarily all will get a raise. The bod votes on the 
amount money that the admin could use and the principals will distribute it. Kathy wants to know if  there 
is a written plan?  Is there a formulation?  Mr. Hild states No. Paul replies that raises are at the principals 
discretion. Lisac believes the BOD may not be involved in the plan, but BOD should know how the money 
is given out. She believes our community is interested in how the money will go out. How can we 
communicate and explain?  Lisah states we only need to say that we are going to allocate the money to the 
faculty/staff.  Lisac wants to know if we can we hire more staff? Paul states we  allocated the money  for 
salary increases, not staff increases.  Lisah to Lisac you are asking for too many details. Jacque wants to 
know how can the principals discretion be verified?  How do we know that the principal isn’t playing 
favorites?  Lisah states the principal needs to make the decision on raises. He is the one who knows what is 
going on in the school. Lisac and Jacque believe we need checks and balances to protect sustainability of 
school. Mr. Hild states the principal has always made the decision. Jacque said she just asked last month 
how raises are given?  Is there an objective way? Mr. Hild states it is not objective. Lisac wants to 
understand what the criteria is for giving raises?  Paul replies that annual evaluations are done on each 
teacher.  We trust Mr. Hild to make a boat load of decisions and be equitable and fair. If there are problems 
within the system we would hear about it through the grievances process.  Lisah our school isn't like 
government entities. We don't do across the board raises.  Kathy all government programs are merit based. 
Lisac wants to know if a teacher does a great job for many years, do they have to go above an beyond to get 
performance pay?  Can you be good enough yourself?  Do you have to go above and beyond? Mr. Carpine 
explains that merit pay is based on extra activities, performance pay is based on classroom performance. 
Jacque states that at her work she has a print out of her guidelines and that’s how she gets a raise. Lisah 
replies that our raises are a subjective process not objective. Mr. Hild knows everything that is going on and 
it is almost completely subjective.  We need to trust the principal. You can't put an objective number on 
teaching. Lisah to Lisac I can't envision a plan you are requesting. Lisac wants to know that the money is 
all going to teacher and salaries, doesn’t want to see the pot watered down with extra hires. Paul replies that 
it can't go to more hires as we voted last month to put it towards salaries. Mr Hild states the process is the 
same as has always been used.  We are using Dr. Moore's system. Jacque states it’s a big deal to the 
teachers. Lisac states we have never had an in depth conversation on the money. Nobody earned this 
money.  The voters gave us public funds. The superstar teacher didn’t earn these funds. Mr. Hild replies  no 
one earns the PPR either. When they raise it, we provide raises for the teachers. Paul states there is no 
egalitarian structure to our salaries. Lisah states that the BOD just votes to allocate it to RCS salaries. Lisac 



says she doesn’t have a specific idea but she just wants to know and learn. She wants to makes things clear 
and transparent. Lisah states that in the past, teachers have responsibilities to Mr. Hild, Mr. Carpine, and 
Student Services. All of those people participate in evaluation process. Lisac asks if the faculty and staff 
know that? Lisah yes.  Jacque wants something objective to prove decision. Lisac asks if admin is making a 
plan for the tech money?  Lisah states that the admin is working on it. Lisac asks if it come back to the bod 
for approval?  Lisah replies yes.
B – Curriculum – Offering a new class to juniors and seniors that provides an opportunity to work on 
college applications. Feel it is a good idea to take down the level of work required.
C – Homework  - Mr. Hild had a brief conversation with Mr. Smith. T hings are going well with no Latin 
homework.  Paul replies that the NLE is objective measure to see how less homework is working.
D - Assistant Principal Report – Last month, we completed geo bee, (winner from 6th grade), ice cream 
social, madrigals, (were fantastic,)and preparation for NAEP testing for 4th and 8th grade. The  NAEP will be 
given in February. There is no advantage to participate. All PSD is participating.  We had a lock down drill 
yesterday which went well. The spelling bee tomorrow at 1:30.  Discipline slips have increased since break. 
And denim Fridays for 7-12 starting end of month for those who are dress code violation free for the month. 
Lisac just 7-12? Mr. Carpine states yes that has been the tradition.
E – Safety/Security – There were no reports. This is very good because of large number of events.
F - Student Service –  We are reassigning our pull-out teachers based on teacher strenghts and on the 
number of students in the pull-outs. We are pulling 13 students in 1st, 11 in 2nd, 10 in 4th and 6 in 6th. We will 
soon begin pulling students in 3rd grade as well. All pull-outs work to enhance literacy skills.  We are also 
currently revising our student tracking lists and have not yet found new new numbers since our last report. 
There are 23 IEP students in the upper and elementary schools. We have 21 504s in the upper and 
elementary schools. Mr. Hild is trying Subs in the SS to provide additional help.
H - President Report (Lisah) – Thank you letters to father/daughter facilitators were sent from the bod. 
Lisah attended the psd bod meeting and gave psd bod members Humanities day brochures and invitation to 
join us. She attended Principals coffee for the Plato discussion and enjoyed it.  Attended madrigals which 
were great. Mrs. Miller and Lisah attended the first charter renewal meeting with psd. They  agreed to a lot 
of things, asked for some changes including change to core principals, 3b. They want  services -vs- 
remediation and evidenced based -vs-  Brain based. Jacque will work with Mrs. Miller  to change a few 
words.  Johanna is helping with state policy waiver paperwork. The admin is taking responsibility for much 
of the paperwork which was done by PSD last time. PSD lawyer still reviewing local policy waivers. He 
said yes to field trip policy waiver so we will need to write a new policy, and yes to inclusion in local 
scholarship notification for a fee. Lisac asks if the fee is every year for scholarships notification?  Lisah yes. 
We were told that all the other psd schools pay an annual fee to participate in the program. Lisac asks if all 
the bond money already allocated?  Lisah yes, however we still asked for our share of it.
I – VP/Sec. Report (Jacque) –  Busy working on evaluation forms for admin. Do we evaluate the Student 
Service coordinator? Mr. Hild believes that SS coordinator reports to principal thus the bod doesn’t do the 
evaluation. Jacque questions if  the board even has enough information to evaluate? Lisah states that the 
bod doesn’t hire ss coord, so the bod should not evaluate. Lisac states that in handbook, the Student Service 
Coordinator reports to bod as do principals.  Lisac believes the Student Service Coordinator is too important 
to not come to bod. Lisah states the principal, assistant principal and business manager report to bod. Paul 
feels this is a small issue.  He is relatively comfortable and trusts Mr. Hild to do the evaluation. Lisac states 
that the bod being the evaluator would be supplementary to principal. Lisac believes Student Coordinator 
should be at bod meeting.  Jacque would like an agenda item next month to discuss changing the handbook 
or making the ss report to bod.
J – Treasurer – (Kathy) – none
K – Member – (Paul) – none
L – Member – (Lisac) – Lisac presented results from Christmas party. She loves google docs as was easy 
to get the feedback. Out of 50 replies, they love the weston location, love food, like gift cards (84% visa), 
96% like Friday after Thanksgiving.
Lisac moves  to set the Christmas party on Friday after we return from break, PH seconds Vote: 
Unanimous  date for 2011 party is December 2, 2011.



Committees – 
sac report: Jacque reports the sac has been busy working on parent and teacher surveys. They are moving 
the evals to February and March. Lisac had conversation about the number of students who left at break. 
She wants to give families the chance to evaluate and to give feedback, do surveys twice a year.  Lisac 
wants to make the surveys easier to access before they pull their students out. Jacque states that SAC is 
working on it. Paul wants more specific teacher info on survey. Last year some responses were difficult to 
understand due to the lack of teacher information. Written comments are there but no automated response 
for teachers. Jacque wants to know if  the bod want more directed questions for asst. princ or princ? Lisac 
wants to see the last 2 years of old surveys.  Jacque doesn’t want to be involved in getting them. Lisac and 
Kathy want to see old reports. Paul states they can get them from Mr. Yu.
Fundraising report: There were a total of 185 guests at father daughter dance, raised $1,599.36

Institute Report –  RCI is not accepting any new contracts. Tomorrow Caprock is coming to visit the 
school and will stay for Humanities day on Saturday. The application for Daniels fund has been submitted. 
Should have more to discuss in May meeting. Jacque wants to know what the Daniels fund is?  Mr. Hild 
explains that it is a Denver group that wants to support education reform. Lisac states that she read in board 
binder, that bod is responsible to oversee grant requests. Why was  grant request on behalf of RCI not RCS? 
Lisah replies that the Daniels fund asked RCI to submit a grand request. Paul replies that it is an evolving 
process and we don't currently have director.  Lisac asks then who is making grant requests if  no director? 
Mr. Hild is as President of board of RCI. Lisac states that they visited RCS, why did a separate entity take 
over the grant and not RCS?  Mr. Hild explains that our lawyer suggested that we have institute for 
fundraising. Jacque explains the separation of our money and psd's. Lisac where does is say that psd can 
touch our money?  I can’t find info anywhere. Lisah explains that every charter school typically has an 
institute for fundraising. It is very common. Mr. Carpine explains that when RCS receives money, there are 
restrictions on how it can be spent. It can not be used for salaries only school grounds.  Grants are different 
and are specific. Lisac asks if  general donations go to specified areas or anywhere we decide?  Lisac wants 
Mrs. Miller  to come to meeting to explain how the decision of where a donation gets placed.  Paul explains 
that RCI is reform arm that is linked with RCS.  Paul is our bod liaison. Lisac wants financial information, 
founding papers for RCI. Paul asks Lisac what is your priority? Do you want documents or grants? Paul 
states it shouldn’t be control issue, it should be a philosophical issue and alignment with vision of RCS.  It 
is a seat-of-the pants organization with many volunteers working tons of hours to get this thing running. 
The principal of RCS is the President of the RCI bod. Lisah to Lisac are you objecting to how prospective 
money is being spent?  Lisac is  questioning where the money goes once in RCI and is seeking transparency 
with all funds between RCS and RCI.  Paul states  but you are complaining about administrative detail. 
Lisac replies we are developing docs as we are running.  Lisac wants information. Lisah replies to Lisac 
that you have a lot of questions.  You should go see the right people. Talk to Mrs. Schunk, Mr. Hild, Mr. 
Anderson or Paul who are RCI bod members. Jacque hope all understands that Lisac is not being a pain in 
the neck, just fighting for the sustainability of the school. It is not personal. Just trying to protect school and 
keep it running.  Kathy and Lisac want documents and guiding principals of RCI.  Lisah suggests that Lisac 
and Kathy talk to Derek Anderson
IV – Business Continued 
A. Lottery/Enrollment Report – Had approximately 70 people at the last info meeting. Have had over 10 
visitors so far this week. Added an info meeting for Jan 24th since this is the time of year PSD has 
kindergarten registration nights. They have advertised our meetings in the Kindergarten brochure. 
Kindergarten lottery will be drawn on Feb 9th. We lost 12 students at the semester, 11 from upper, one from 
lower. We gained 13 in the same time period.  
B – Facilities – Completed many projects over the break including: Strip and wax of hardwood floors, fixed 
on-demand hot water, stage wall painted, installed new backboards, front of stage. Did not get a chance to 
meet with contractors to get update on gym floor. Dishwasher is installed and working as designed, but 
teachers like the old one better. Paul states this is a facilities issue and we will leave it up to Mr. Carpine.
C - Budget/Information/Balance Sheets – Currently half way through school year so budget should be at 
50%. Overall we are at 44.8%. Discussion around a few numbers that were off. All variances were 



explained.
D - Policy Violations/Communications – none
E - Volunteer Hours –  Hours for December were: BOD = 102, Volunteer = 676.5, Total = 778.5
Community Comments – none
Consent Agenda - Minutes 11-18-10,  BOD Action review SY 4-10
VI – New Business
Policies – 
1st Reading – None
2nd Reading - None
3rd Reading – G1.05 and G2.0 policies
AP7.15 graduation
EEO policies E6.1 and E8.5
Paul moves to adopt all five policies, Jacque 2nd, Vote: Unanimous
VII - Discussion Items 
A – Annual vote required posting of bod agenda – front office, front door, resource room, website
Motioned:    Jacque       2nd:   Kathy     Vote: Unanimous 
B – Vote on accepting revised annual budget with final 2010-2011 October count numbers
Discussion on slight changes that were made.
Motioned to adopt: Kathy        2nd:  Jacque      Vote: Unanimous 
C – Review admin evaluation documents from Jacque and Kathy
Feedback form from last bod meeting was abandoned. A new 360 deg Feedback Form was presented. Kathy 
enlisted some help from Lisac and came up with new design in google docs. Mr Carpine asks will you base 
your admin evals on the feedback form?  Lisah questions about whether the admin feedback form will 
cause problems. Kathy asks if Mr. Hild wants to know from the community on his performance. Mr. Hild 
states that yes he wants to know feedback, but prefers face to face conversations.  Lisah wants everyone to 
be very careful about doing something like this. Lisac wants to know what are the concerns? Lisah states 
the data is skewed and hard to interpret.  The principal is hired to run the school. Kathy wants this to be 
positive thing. Lisah states that you have to be willing to make recommendations if you are soliciting 
information. Lisac asks Lisah don’t you think that the bod is mature enough to have conversations about the 
admin? Mr. Carpine believes that surveys are used to solicit negative information only. Jacque wants to 
know if we can eliminate the feedback request form and add a few questions to the teacher survey. Lisac 
wants to why we are only asking for teacher feedback and why not staff as well?  Jacque states we don’t 
have a staff evaluation. Paul states it is legitimate to solicit feedback from underlings but should prompt 
people with open-ended questions, not specifics.  Lisac shows Paul the actual survey on google docs. States 
it is user friendly. Jacque states the numbers would help to zone in “low numbers”, open ended comments 
are harder to track. Paul uses “blank sheet” evals in his class. Lisah states that the feedback form is too 
detailed. She thinks that Lisac and Kathy are too “in the weeds”. Lisac wants to try something new. Lisah 
believes that the founders never intended to have Faculty evaluate the administrators. Jacque states that yes 
it can be an arena for griping.  Kathy believes people respond positively to these sort of things.  Lisac states 
if I can’t talk to faculty then I can’t evaluate principal, don’t know him, why don’t we want this? Mr. 
Carpine does feedback form tie to job description? Jacque asks can we go to staff meeting?  Lisah asks 
what problem are we trying to fix? Lisac we live that the unexamined life isn’t worth living, this is the 
culture of the school. Paul there should be some sweet spot, difficult to weight the answers, wants to know 
why founders were we so adamant about not having the feedback forms.  Lisac and Jacque we are not 
evaluating we are just collecting feedback. Lisah states feedback form is too detailed.  Lisac we will have a 
conversation about results. Paul still wants more open ended questions, let people answer unspecific 
questions. Lisac states that all questions come from job descriptions and she is open to shortening the 
questions. Paul wants to consider options. Jacque asks what feedback does Mr. Hild want?  Mr. Hild replies 
that he has conversations with people which he finds very valuable. Jacque to Lisah so as long as the school 
is ok and not falling down your happy? Lisah Yes, I'm happy. I trust the people we have to run the school. 
Jacque questions Or is our purpose to constantly improve?  Are our teachers happy? Mr. Hild replies  how 
much does the bod want to be involved in the details of management? Kathy says some people may not feel 



comfortable to speak to Mr. Hild and they want to write it down. Mr. Hild states he invites feedback all the 
time.

Jacque will send parent and teacher surveys to all bod members for review. Lisah wants Principal questions 
to be more simple and poignant.  The bod should look at the top level. Lisac wants to make more palatable 
and simple to evaluate principal. Lisah asks how are you going to evaluate based on anonymous answers? 
Jacque states we use the 10% trend in numbers on surveys warrant investigation. Kathy states participants 
can skip all questions and only use blank space at end for narratives. Paul reminds the bod that  students 
don’t evaluate the teacher so then teachers shouldn’t evaluate principal.  Kathy wants to know why Lisah 
doesn’t like the survey. Lisah asks Kathy is the job getting done? Kathy states it's also about the personal 
and development and growth.  Jacque asks is all that Lisah cares about is that the walls aren’t falling down? 
LH I think you are looking for trouble where there is none. Paul asks where would results be discussed? 
Lisac and Kathy reply in executive session.

Community Comments – none
Adjourn Time:   8:17 p.m.


